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Market your wireline infrastructure

                                      can use Asset Market to find available fibre,
conduit and other wireline network infrastructure as you extend
your network connectivity. Our online platform makes it easier to
view what is available, and to build your network leveraging existing
infrastructure to reduce costs and improve your time to market.

30%       
 Cost per Site

Asset Market’s map based platform streamlines the process for                      
.                                            to market their available capacity to network
providers looking deploy in their geographies. Organizations that
own conduit, fibre, and other wireline network infrastructure have
an efficient path to market to earn additional revenue by leasing
their available capacity.

Network Providers
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When expanding the build out of your fiber, conduit or
other wireline infrastructure, finding the optimal route to
minimize cost and maximize your time to market is a
complex and critical step in building a resilient network.
There is a lack of readily available data on suitable
locations coupled with a lengthy process to connect with
other infrastructure owners with available capacity,
which presents a significant barrier to deploying the
wireline networks needed to connect people and power
our economies.

Asset Market is an online digital platform that helps to
identify the optimal routes and connects infrastructure
owners with network providers to accelerate the
expansion of wireline networks that benefit
communities.

How we support 
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Improve the time to market

Optimize your route planning
Asset Market’s platform helps                   with decision making for new
routes to maximize usage of existing infrastructure while reducing
build cost and improving time to market. The platform helps users
understand the full picture of market conditions using a combination
of your unique information and Asset Market’s data analytics.
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